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Results: Approaching the barrier
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Introduction
•Gaze-following is a foundational skill in human development,
scaffolding the development of other social cognitive skills such as
theory of mind1.

• Monkeys semi-free-range in naturalistic
conditions.

apes2,3

•Many other primate species, including great
and rhesus
macaques4, follow the gaze of humans and conspecifics.

•In these paradigms, infants and great apes do not simply match
their gaze direction to the experimenter s gaze direction, but
rather locomote to a position where that location is visible2,3,5.

Question and predictions
Do rhesus macaques, a socially complex Old World monkey
species, model an actor’s line of sight when they look up at a
location that is visually inaccessible to the monkey?
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• Including condition did
not improve model fit
[LRT: χ2 = 0.07, df = 1, p
> 0.78]

• Population has typical demographics for
rhesus monkeys, with variation from
infancy to old age.

Procedure
Subjects
•64 monkeys (38 males, 26 females) between 1 to 24 years of age.
•Split into adult (≥5 years old) and juvenile (<5 years old) cohorts.
Procedure
•An experimenter looked upwards for ten seconds in front of a monkey, in
one of two conditions.
Barrier Condition No Barrier Condition • In the barrier condition, the
experimenter looked up, but
monkey’s view of what the
experimenter looked at was
blocked by a box above her
head.
• In the no barrier condition,
the experimenter looked up
the same way without a
barrier; a pole of equivalent
height was present as a
control object.

•Reflexive gaze hypothesis: monkeys will automatically look
up regardless of whether they can see the target, and approach
the barrier at similar rates across conditions.
•Visual perspective modeling hypothesis: monkeys will look
up more when there is no barrier, and approach more to locate
the target when there is a barrier.

• Including age improved
model fit [LRT: χ2 = 15.9,
df = 1, p <0.001]

• Large social groupings with natural
breeding patterns.

•In humans and great ape species, gaze-following involves
flexibly modeling the other person’s visual perspective.
•This can be demonstrated via geometric gaze-following
paradigms, where the actor s line of sight is blocked from the
subject’s view by a barrier.

• Used linear mixed
models to analyze binary
responses (approach).

• Rhesus macaques living on the island of
Cayo Santiago in Puerto Rico.

Results: Looks upwards

• No age X condition
interaction.

Conclusions
Rhesus macaque gaze following is not entirely reflexive
•Like humans and great apes, rhesus macaques take into
account the other person s perspective when they gaze-follow.
•All of these species live in socially complex societies; more
flexible gaze responses may evolve due to such complexity?
However, they do not approach to view out-of-sight
targets
•Monkeys in the barrier condition that could not see the actor’s
target did not approach more than monkeys in the no barrier
condition where the actor looked at the sky
•Juveniles in general approached at much higher rates than
adults did across conditions

Future Questions
• Used linear mixed models to
analyze binary responses
(looking up) in R.
• Including age improved
model fit [LRT: χ2 = 4.69, df =
1, p <0.04].
• Including condition improved
model fit [LRT: χ2 = 5.02, df =
1, p <0.03].
• No age X condition
interaction.

• Why do the macaques fail to approach the barrier, like
infants and apes do, despite flexibly controlling their
automatic gazing responses?
• Does the development of flexible gaze following in rhesus
macaques follow a similar developmental trajectory as seen
in humans?
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